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The presentation
Background

Part 1: What I did on my 2018 SSP
What is my plan for 2019

Part 2: What I will be doing in Paris

Part 3: Why I write for The Conversation—my personal 
opinion in 3 short slides



“Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) 
analogy of a bricoleur or 

quilter, to the contemporary 
qualitative researcher, 

resonated strongly with me.” 



Universities as place
Student experience
Post grad experiences
undergraduate international exp

Women in planning

Contentious land uses
adult entertainment

sex shops/brothels/strip clubs

Tel Aviv
Smart cities

Digi Tel
Tel Aviv Foundation

Smart social spaces

A recap of my 
research plan… 

* FYI … there was no plan

*



2014—Tel Aviv: the inspiration 



Networking 101: Never pass 
up a meeting…even if you are 
on holiday. 

One meeting with the right 
person could have more 
impact than numerous 
‘networking’ get-together or 
conferences.Hila Oren, CEO Tel Aviv Foundation



Sometimes, you are presented with the opportunity to look down.





Make the most of personal and professional networks.



March/April/May/June 2018
Walked the city
Worked in the city
Lived in the city
Wrote about the city
Socialised in the city
Felt like a local in the city
Shopped for houses in the city
Retreated from the city

…all of this added to my understanding of Tel 
Aviv—theoretically and practically 



Municipality and Foundation city-making projects in Tel Aviv

Not my family…perhaps a distant relative



On the lookout for cool stuff

Photos for colleagues
Photos of smart things
Photos of not-so-smart things
Photos of growth
Photos of deterioration
Photos of potential
Photo of contention
Interviews with lots of people
Meetings with leading academics
Maximised my time
Wrote like a mad-woman
Settled into Israeli mentality…if that’s possible
Pushed my personal boundaries
Easier to ask forgiveness then ask permission 



Georges Rives Council smart bins Tel Aviv Municipality smart bins



The future of city-making:
Philanthropy at work

How, and to what extent, will the next generation of 
philanthropists contribute to city-making projects?

Case study research (Tel Aviv and Detroit)



Awarded from UNSW the 
Residency at the Cité
Internationale des arts in Paris
October – December 2018



The Project
Objects d’ art: Typologising the sex shops of Paris
In recent decades, there has been a shift towards fashion-
conscious and, often times, ‘feminised’ sex shops, positioned 
on high streets or other prominent central areas of towns and 
cities—easily recognisiable through their highly visible objects 
d’art and staged erotic vignettes showcasing store frontages. 
This research is an original investigation of the geograpghies
and spatialities of the sex shops of Paris, exploring the various 
ways in which sex shops and erotic boutiques package and 
present objects d’art.



Theoretically apply the framework of Walter Benjamin’s (1927–1940) concept of flâneur, and  
theoretically extend the work of Martin (2015) and Maginn and Steinmetz (2015, 2016) by 
investigating the sex-shop geographies and regulation in Paris through original research

Methodologically apply Martin (2015), Hubbard and Lister (2015) and Maginn and Steinmetz (2015, 
2015) frameworks to investigate the sex shops of Paris

Map the locations of all sex shops in the Paris metropolitan area (methodologically, this is a 
three-step process—desktop research, ground-truthing ‘known vice districts’, and cross-
referencing with industry magazines often found at the locations)

Visually document (photography) the objects’d art of the sex shops; from this, a typology of 
spatiality of Paris sex shops will emerge (the major findings)

Conduct a policy analysis of the planning regulation of sex shops (i.e. restricted premises) in 
the Paris metropolitan area (pre-departure)

Publish in a peer-reviewed journal and present findings at an international conference



Who cares?
PARIS IS KEY TO THIS STUDY BECAUSE IT IS NOT ONLY

RECOGNISED WORLDWIDE AS THE ‘CITY OF LOVE’, BUT ALSO

BECAUSE IT IS RANKED AS A TOP-THREE GLOBAL CITY

(GLOBAL CITY RANKINGS 2016). THIS BACKDROP PROVIDES

DIVERSE GROUPS OF PEOPLE, CAPITAL (SOCIAL AND

FINANCIAL), COSMOPOLITAN ATTITUDES ABOUT SEX AND

SEXUALITY, AND UNIQUE PLACES AND SPACES THAT

CONTRIBUTE TO OUR EXPERIENCE OF A CITY.



Launched 
in March 
2011



September 2011: 6098 reads March 2012: 4580 reads December 2012: 2627 reads

January 2017: 48500 reads September 2017: 17688 reads April 2018: 4143 reads April 2018: 27780 reads



Impact? 

1) Use it as a tool to get going on something bigger, better and more academic
2) Envisage the bigger article – let these 800 words be your outline
3) Don’t expect kudos from anyone…be your own cheerleader
4) Don’t take nasty online comments to heart
5) Have fun with it!



Thank you!


